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Government Affairs
2024 Government Affairs Forum: Senate President Karen Spilka
In our third Government Affairs Forum of the year, join us to learn about Senate President Spilka's recent actions and legislative impact.
04/22/2024
9:45am - 11:00am

Seaport Hotel 
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Pacesetters
Behind the Scenes of an MBE with UHM Properties LLC and Little Cocoa Bean Co.
This in person event will illuminate the successes of MBEs and give Pacesetters a behind the scenes look at how they do business.
04/23/2024
9:30am - 11:00am

The Tot Café by Little Cocoa Bean Co.
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Premier Event
2024 Annual Meeting
Join us for our highly anticipated Annual Meeting, Greater Boston's top business convening of the year.
05/02/2024
4:30pm - 8:00pm

Boston Convention and Exhibition Center
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How to Be an LGBTQIA+ Ally in the Workplace
Expand your DEI professional development with a virtual workshop focused specifically on LGBTQIA+ identities and inclusion.
Read More
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Transformational DEI Certificate
Join our Transformational DEI Certificate! Our comprehensive learning & development offerings are designed to connect and grow strong leaders who lead both inside and out of the office.
Read More
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Women’s Leadership Program
Our Women’s Leadership Program enables you to take your leadership to the next level by arming you with the most in-demand leadership toolkit. 
Read More
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Boston’s Future Leaders
Our Boston’s Future Leaders (BFL) program provides emerging leaders with a socially conscious and civically engaged leadership toolkit, as well as the opportunity to apply their knowledge through experiential assignments.
Read More
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Economic Inclusion
City Awake
City Awake empowers young professionals in a variety of ways that encourages these rising leaders to stay invested in the region’s future success.
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Economic Inclusion
Pacesetters
We are developing an ecosystem of corporations and partners with the influence and buying power to transform economic inclusion for minority business enterprises (MBEs).
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Fierce Urgency of Now Festival
2024 Fierce Urgency of Now Festival
The Fierce Urgency of Now Festival brings Boston’s diverse young professionals together with business leaders, organizations and their peers to build connection, advance careers and ignite positive change.
09/12/2024 - 
09/14/2024

Greater Boston
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			GET INVOLVED IN OUR POLICY FOCUS AREAS
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Business Climate
Read More
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Climate & Energy
Read More
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Health Care
Read More
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Housing & Development
Read More
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Talent
Read More
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Transportation
Read More
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City Awake
City Awake empowers young professionals in a variety of ways that encourages these rising leaders to stay invested in the region’s future success.
Read More
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BIMA
BIMA (the Boston Interactive Media Association) serves a vibrant community of like-minded professionals from agencies, brands, publishers, and ad-tech companies with business interests in the New England market.
Read More
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Women’s Network
For 30 years, the Chamber’s Women’s Network has connected female professionals of all background and career levels. Today, our Women’s Network is the largest in New England, strengthening the professional networks of women each year.
Read More
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Massachusetts Apprentice Network
The Massachusetts Apprentice Network convenes employers, training providers, and talent sources interested in developing and implementing apprenticeship programs in occupations across industries and statewide in fields such as tech, advanced manufacturing, healthcare, financial services, and more.
Read More
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Pacesetters
We are developing an ecosystem of corporations and partners with the influence and buying power to transform economic inclusion for minority business enterprises (MBEs).
Read More
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Small Business
We support small business through public policy initiatives, events designed to connect small businesses in Greater Boston to their peers and established business leaders, professional development offerings, and free small business advising.
Read More
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				About Us

Our Impact

Explore our mission and values to better understand how we are leading the business community forward.
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				Membership Directory

Not sure if you’re a member?

Our member directory is your resource to discover, connect, and engage with Boston’s businesses from every industry and sector.
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Government Affairs
2024 Government Affairs Forum: Senate President Karen Spilka
In our third Government Affairs Forum of the year, join us to learn about Senate President Spilka's recent actions and legislative impact.
04/22/2024
9:45am - 11:00am

Seaport Hotel 
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Pacesetters
Behind the Scenes of an MBE with UHM Properties LLC and Little Cocoa Bean Co.
This in person event will illuminate the successes of MBEs and give Pacesetters a behind the scenes look at how they do business.
04/23/2024
9:30am - 11:00am

The Tot Café by Little Cocoa Bean Co.
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Premier Event
2024 Annual Meeting
Join us for our highly anticipated Annual Meeting, Greater Boston's top business convening of the year.
05/02/2024
4:30pm - 8:00pm

Boston Convention and Exhibition Center
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How to Be an LGBTQIA+ Ally in the Workplace
Expand your DEI professional development with a virtual workshop focused specifically on LGBTQIA+ identities and inclusion.
Read More
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Transformational DEI Certificate
Join our Transformational DEI Certificate! Our comprehensive learning & development offerings are designed to connect and grow strong leaders who lead both inside and out of the office.
Read More
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Women’s Leadership Program
Our Women’s Leadership Program enables you to take your leadership to the next level by arming you with the most in-demand leadership toolkit. 
Read More
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Boston’s Future Leaders
Our Boston’s Future Leaders (BFL) program provides emerging leaders with a socially conscious and civically engaged leadership toolkit, as well as the opportunity to apply their knowledge through experiential assignments.
Read More
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Economic Inclusion
City Awake
City Awake empowers young professionals in a variety of ways that encourages these rising leaders to stay invested in the region’s future success.
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Economic Inclusion
Pacesetters
We are developing an ecosystem of corporations and partners with the influence and buying power to transform economic inclusion for minority business enterprises (MBEs).
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Fierce Urgency of Now Festival
2024 Fierce Urgency of Now Festival
The Fierce Urgency of Now Festival brings Boston’s diverse young professionals together with business leaders, organizations and their peers to build connection, advance careers and ignite positive change.
09/12/2024 - 
09/14/2024

Greater Boston
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Business Climate
Read More
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Climate & Energy
Read More
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Health Care
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Housing & Development
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Talent
Read More
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Transportation
Read More
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City Awake
City Awake empowers young professionals in a variety of ways that encourages these rising leaders to stay invested in the region’s future success.
Read More
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BIMA
BIMA (the Boston Interactive Media Association) serves a vibrant community of like-minded professionals from agencies, brands, publishers, and ad-tech companies with business interests in the New England market.
Read More
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Women’s Network
For 30 years, the Chamber’s Women’s Network has connected female professionals of all background and career levels. Today, our Women’s Network is the largest in New England, strengthening the professional networks of women each year.
Read More
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Massachusetts Apprentice Network
The Massachusetts Apprentice Network convenes employers, training providers, and talent sources interested in developing and implementing apprenticeship programs in occupations across industries and statewide in fields such as tech, advanced manufacturing, healthcare, financial services, and more.
Read More
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Pacesetters
We are developing an ecosystem of corporations and partners with the influence and buying power to transform economic inclusion for minority business enterprises (MBEs).
Read More
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Small Business
We support small business through public policy initiatives, events designed to connect small businesses in Greater Boston to their peers and established business leaders, professional development offerings, and free small business advising.
Read More
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				About Us

Our Impact

Explore our mission and values to better understand how we are leading the business community forward.
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				Membership Directory

Not sure if you’re a member?

Our member directory is your resource to discover, connect, and engage with Boston’s businesses from every industry and sector.
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                         City Awake: Empowering Boston’s Rising Thought Leaders & Changemakers                    
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                                            The Greater Boston Chamber of Commerce's Premier Young Professional Platform 

                                            City Awake centers 20-30-year-olds, seeking to welcome and retain them in Greater Boston with an intentional strategy of cross-sector collaboration to increase their social capital through a blend of programming. Its programming is designed to promote civic engagement; connect them to personal and professional networks across industries and communities; and strengthen the region’s inclusivity efforts while highlighting its cultural vibrancy.    
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                                                Join the Community
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                                        Jessica Sanon 

                    Senior Program Manager

                    Greater Boston Chamber of Commerce
                    
					                        Email Jessica
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                    Chamber Foundation’s Young Residents Survey Highlights the Importance of Housing & Quality Jobs to Retention of 20 - 30 Year Olds

                    Young Residents Overwhelmingly Satisfied with Living in Greater Boston
                Read the Report
                

            

        

    





    
        
        
                    

    













    
        
            
                City Awake Programs
            

                        
                                    
                        
                            
                                Make Your Voice Heard                                  Civic and Community Engagement

                                Young professionals will be encouraged to deepen their roots to their community and learn the power of their voice through non-partisan gatherings. Individuals from all industries are encouraged to participate.
                             

                                                    

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                Plant Roots in Boston                                  Cultural & Social Experiences

                                Our social activations offer exciting opportunities for young professionals to connect with each other, local restaurants, small businesses, and nonprofits in the Greater Boston area. Through volunteering and networking, individuals will have the chance to try new places and meet new people.
                             

                                                    

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                Create Lasting Change                                  F.U.N. Lives On

                                Extended from our Fierce Urgency of Now Festival, F.U.N. Lives On highlights key elements from the festival. Event formats vary, but the events themselves focus on diversity, equity, and inclusion as they celebrate Boston’s diverse cultures, neighborhoods, and leaders.
                             

                                                    

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                Connect Today. Transform Tomorrow.                                Fierce Urgency of Now Festival

                                The F.U.N. festival brings Boston’s young professionals together with business leaders, organizations, and their peers to build connections, advance careers, and ignite positive change. This festival enables young professionals across Boston to connect, thrive, and feel included in the community.
                             

                                                    

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                Build Your Career                                  Speaker Series

                                Our speaker series events invite next-gen leaders to participate in informative discussions with leaders from a variety of sectors and backgrounds. Featured speakers share their stories, offer insights, answer audience questions, and provide words of wisdom in a casual and energetic setting. 
                             

                                                    

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                Celebrating the Visionaries of Tomorrow                                Ten Outstanding Young Leaders

                                Each year, City Awake honors 10 of the region’s emerging young leaders from the public, private, and nonprofit sectors who demonstrate a commitment to improving the overall well-being of Boston and its residents.
                             

                                                    

                    

                            

        

    







    
		
      Why Join the City Awake Community?
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Who
We Are
The premier young professional platform that awakens and empowers the city's next generation of thought leaders and change makers.
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What
We Do
Involve and activate their voices in local issues, ultimately encouraging the next generation to stay vested in the region's future success.
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How
We Do It
Monthly programming on civic engagement, words of wisdom events, volunteer sign-ups, networking nights, or diversity, equity, and inclusion programming.
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Who
We Reach
Individuals navigating the early stages of their career and looking to participate in flexible programming that educates, inspires, and connects.

			
						

            								
										Ticket Packages								

											

    










    
        
        Latest from City Awake       
        
 
                See All
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F.U.N. Lives On: A Tour of Chinatown
Jun 25, 20243:15pm - 4:30pmChinatown Gate (aka Chin Park on The Greenway, Surface Rd, Boston) 
Experience an interactive outdoor tour of Chinatown's historical landmarks extended from our Fierce Urgency of Now Festival, 
Register Now[image: arrow-go]
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City Awake
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City Awake: 2024 Words of Wisdom ft. Jane Steinmetz
May 09, 20245:00pm - 7:00pmErnst & Young
One of the most influential Bostonians in 2023, Jane Steinmetz is the first woman to lead one of the "Big Four" accounting firms. 
Register Now[image: arrow-go]
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Thought Leadership
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What Young Adults Really Think About Quality of Life in Greater Boston 

In this blog, the Chamber explores key findings of the survey conducted by City Awake, the young professionals network of the Chamber Foundation.
Read Now[image: arrow-go]
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                                Ten Outstanding Young Leaders Awards

                                                    
                                                    

                        Ten Outstanding Young Leaders (TOYL) Awards is about Boston’s present and, more importantly, Boston’s future. Congratulations to our 2023 TOYL Honorees! 
                                                
                            Learn More                                
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                                2024 Fierce Urgency of Now Festival

                                                    
                                                    

                        The Fierce Urgency of Now Festival brings Boston’s diverse young professionals together with business leaders, organizations and their peers to build connection, advance careers and ignite positive change.
                                                
                            Learn More                                
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                       "This was my first City Awake/Words of Wisdom event and it was incredible. Really enjoyed meeting new people and hearing Robert Lewis Jr. share his story. And the food was delicious. I'll definitely be registering for future events!"


                      

                      
                      

                      


                  

                  

              

                          
              
          

                      
            
              
                  
                      
                      

                       "I felt that the speakers, facilitation, and accommodations were spot on. It not only encouraged collaboration and engagement, but also gave the audience opportunities to network and connect with one another both before the talk and afterwards."


                      

                      
                      

                      


                  

                  

              

                          
              
          

                      
            
              
                  
                      
                      

                       "Today's session [on changing roles of ERGs] provided great dialogue and food for thought. I thoroughly enjoyed the discussion! I currently serve on a small committee at my organization that is in the process of launching a Women's ERG."

                      

                      
                      

                      


                  

                  

              

                          
              
          

                      
            
              
                  
                      
                      

                       "Loved the location, time, and incredibly generous food and drinks! But better than all of that was the audience and inspiring speakers. Thanks for convening a great community."

                      

                      
                      

                      


                  

                  

              

                          
              
          

                      

        

    

    




  




    
    
            
        Be a Part of Something Bigger
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        Advisory Board Member Spotlight
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                        Quincy Pratt

                    
                        Project Director, Sanborn Head & Associates


                                        
                        
Quincy is a Project Director at Sanborn Head & Associates. He advises clients on a variety of projects including geotechnical due diligence, geotechnical design...Read more
Quincy is a Project Director at Sanborn Head & Associates. He advises clients on a variety of projects including geotechnical due diligence, geotechnical design and construction, environmental due diligence, and regulatory compliance and permitting. 



He specializes in subsurface investigations that integrate data collection for geotechnical, environmental, and hydrogeological design purposes. He strives to deliver cost-effective solutions on projects with difficult subsurface conditions and complex permitting and regulatory requirements. Quincy has considerable experience working on projects with multiple stakeholders and is a proven team player.
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                        Justin Auguste

                    
                        Account Executive, The Castle Group


                                        
                        
I was born and raised in Boston, Massachusetts and graduated cum laude in 2020 from Assumption College in Worcester. I obtained a bachelor’s degree in Business...Read more
I was born and raised in Boston, Massachusetts and graduated cum laude in 2020 from Assumption College in Worcester. I obtained a bachelor’s degree in Business Management with a double minor in Accounting and Sports Management. While at school I held internships in the field of public relations and marketing, resulting in a growing interest in this field of work. In the fall of 2020, after an unpredictable summer and delayed graduation due to the pandemic, I was presented with a fellowship opportunity with The Castle Group. Through this fellowship, I continued to expand my interest in public relations and everything that comes with it. Having been in the field for over two years now as an account executive, I’ve grown passionate about the industry and helping our clients tell their stories in impactful ways. The diversity of our clients – from non-profit to corporate, from the healthcare industry to venture capital and beyond – gives me an opportunity to learn and grow, making no two days at Castle the same. One of my greatest accomplishments at Castle has been leading PR efforts for Embrace Boston as the organization unveiled The Embrace, a memorial dedicated to Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and Coretta Scott King, on the Boston Common in early 2023. Agency work can truly elevate the importance of a client’s work to the public, bridging that gap between an organization and the people it serves. Outside of the office, I am an avid baseball lover. I enjoy exercising, traveling, playing video games, and trying out different types of food. I especially enjoy spending time with family and friends.
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                        Kerlyne Jean

                    
                        Director, Consulting Solutions, PwC


                                        
                        
Kerlyne Jean (KJ) is a Director in the Consulting Solutions practice at PwC. She’s accumulated 12+ years of experience in healthcare collaborating across payer,...Read more
Kerlyne Jean (KJ) is a Director in the Consulting Solutions practice at PwC. She’s accumulated 12+ years of experience in healthcare collaborating across payer, pharmaceutical and provider organizations to help clients achieve strategic and operational goals. Her primary focus is supporting large transformation efforts which include, but are not limited to, enterprise workforce strategy, operating model redesign, operational efficiency and aligning technology to support strategic vision and goals. Born and raised in Hyde Park, she is a board member at the Menino Y continuing a long-standing relationship, where she started at the age of 15, as a participant of the Mayor's Youth Engagement and Employment Program, then venturing into various roles across the organization always helping when needed! During her free time, she enjoys time in the community trying out new black-owned restaurants, relaxing with her large Haitian / Caribbean family and traveling the world. KJ holds a BA from Bryn Mawr College in Biology & Anthropology followed by a Master of Business Administration from Boston University Questrom School of Business and a Masters in Public Health from Boston University School of Public Health.
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                        Nicole Cocozza

                    
                        Senior Associate,  Prince Lobel’s Business Litigation Practice Group


                                        
                        
Nicole J. Cocozza is a Senior Associate in Prince Lobel’s Business Litigation Practice Group. In her practice, Nicole defends companies and individuals in high-stake...Read more
Nicole J. Cocozza is a Senior Associate in Prince Lobel’s Business Litigation Practice Group. In her practice, Nicole defends companies and individuals in high-stake matters involving clients in commercial and business litigation, financial services matters, intellectual property, insurance defense, first amendment and media law, real estate, and other areas of complex civil litigation and internal investigations. She appears and argues in Massachusetts District Court, Massachusetts Superior Court, and United States District Courts and counsels key clients across diverse practice groups. Working with her clients to understand their business and goals, Nicole tailors her representation to deliver outcomes that meet her clients’ objectives inside and outside of the courtroom. With an eye toward risk management and litigation prevention strategies, Nicole counsels clients across multiple sectors, including in education, government, recreation, insurance, utilities and media. Nicole is admitted to the Massachusetts State Bar (2015), the New Hampshire State Bar (2021), and the Rhode Island State bar (2021). She is also admitted to the United States District Court for the Districts of Massachusetts (2016) and New Hampshire (2021), and the U.S. Court of Appeals for the First Circuit (2020). She holds a J.D. from Suffolk University Law School with a concentration in Intellectual Property. She also is a graduate of St. John’s University, holding a B.A. in English, Summa Cum Laude.
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                        Javier Grevely

                    
                        Investor, Wellington Management


                                        
                        
Javier is a Venture Capital investor at Wellington Management, where he invests in innovative early-stage companies. Prior to Venture investing, he worked in the...Read more
Javier is a Venture Capital investor at Wellington Management, where he invests in innovative early-stage companies. Prior to Venture investing, he worked in the firms Growth Equity fund. At Wellington, he sits on the Financial Literacy Partnership Council, and HBCU Steering Group. Javier co-founded BLCK VC’s Boston chapter, and currently serves as Co-Chair. Outside of work, Javier enjoys art, investing, philanthropy, sports and is involved with a few national organizations and foundations. Javier graduated from Florida State University with a B.S. in Finance & Real Estate. He currently sits on the Florida State University College of Business Board and mentors active students in the program.
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                        Jules Slater

                    
                        Account Executive, Issues Management Group


                                        
                        
Jules is an Account Executive at Issues Management Group, working with clients who represent a variety of sectors, including mission and nonprofit, healthcare, and...Read more
Jules is an Account Executive at Issues Management Group, working with clients who represent a variety of sectors, including mission and nonprofit, healthcare, and corporate workplace. They support clients’ strategic initiatives by developing original content that highlights organizational values and spearheading media outreach and thought leadership efforts. Prior to joining Issues Management Group in 2021, Jules held an internship with Washington D.C.-based Nonviolence International where they supported the nonprofit organization’s communications, digital, and donor relations efforts. Jules graduated from Juniata College with a bachelor’s degree in advocacy communication.
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                        Nahndi  Moulta Ali

                    
                        Business Development Advisor, One Digital


                                        
                        
Nahndi Moulta Ali is an ambitious and dynamic individual who has a strong passion for finance and business. She is committed to her personal growth and to serving...Read more
Nahndi Moulta Ali is an ambitious and dynamic individual who has a strong passion for finance and business. She is committed to her personal growth and to serving her community. With a Bachelor of Arts degree in International Relations, Nahndi has gained global experience by collaborating with political advisors and start-up businesses focused on environmental technology, intending to bring about long-lasting change. Nahndi's academic journey continued with a Master of Science degree in Sociology and Migration from the University of Amsterdam, where she conducted research on the remittance practices of Haitian Americans to Haiti.  



As a business development advisor, Nahndi has mastered the skills of overcoming rejections, being disciplined, and being empathetic. Her remarkable achievements at OneDigital are a testament to her relentless drive to learn and innovate, making her an asset to any business. Nahndi Moulta Ali understands the importance of building sustainable relationships and adding value to those she serves. She connects business leaders with trusted advisors looking for insurance, HR consulting, financial wellness, and wealth management.  



In her free time, Nahndi Moulta Ali enjoys playing the violin, singing, and practicing jujitsu. She is an avid reader and tea drinker who loves to self-reflect and encourages others to never stop evolving. Nahndi's magnetic enthusiasm for making a difference in the lives of others is truly inspiring. Don't miss the opportunity to collaborate with this extraordinary talent. 
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                                BIMA

                                BIMA (the Boston Interactive Media Association) serves a vibrant community of like-minded professionals from agencies, brands, publishers, and ad-tech companies with business interests in the New England market.
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                                Pacesetters

                                We are developing an ecosystem of corporations and partners with the influence and buying power to transform economic inclusion for minority business enterprises (MBEs).
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                                Small Business

                                We support small business through public policy initiatives, events designed to connect small businesses in Greater Boston to their peers and established business leaders, professional development offerings, and free small business advising.
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                                Women’s Network

                                For 30 years, the Chamber’s Women’s Network has connected female professionals of all background and career levels. Today, our Women’s Network is the largest in New England, strengthening the professional networks of women each year.
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